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Abstract

This paper tackles the problem of understanding when
and how a reasoning component of a distributed rea-
soning system is affected by the other components, and
how it affects them. A number of relevant concepts
which have a precise intuition in terms of coopera-
tive reasoning systems are proposed thus providing a
ground for defining a particular class of contexts - im-
porting context. The notion of importing context refers
to those contexts of a MCS satisfying the property that
only correct with respect to the other contexts formu-
las are derivable from them. A number of properties of
the importing contexts are presented and discussed in
a framework of cooperative reasoning systems.

Introduction
One of the most challenging potential applications of
contexts is to provide a knowledge exchange format sim-
ilar to the network protocols. The knowledge exchange
format with respect to the knowledge and inference en-
gines is analogous to the network protocols for data and
computers. It can be viewed as a set of rules enabling
a standard representation and exchange of knowledge
that would facilitate communications between different
components of a large knowledge based system by en-
abling flexible exchange of problems and solutions be-
tween them.

However in such complex distributed reasoning systems
there are a number of issues that should be taken into
account in order to understand their interaction: the
way components interact; the constraints imposed on
the communicated information and the relations be-
tween the communicated and the self-generated infor-
mation. In the present paper some of these issues are
addressed in the framework of the multicontext systems
(MCS). The focus is on understanding when and how 
reasoning component of a distributed reasoning system
is affected by the other components, and how it affects
them.

In MCS knowledge and reasoning can be structured in
a collection of contexts. Each context is specified by its
knowledge base, its inference mechanism and its lan-
guage. Interrelations among contexts are specified as

bridge rules - inference rules with premises and conclu-
sions belonging to different contexts.

More formally a multicontext system (MCS) is defined
in [7] as a pair ({ci}ie1,BR), where I is a set of in-
dices, {ci}ieI is a set of contexts and BR is a set of
bridge rules. A context ci is a triple ci = (Li,Ai, Ai),
where Li is the language, Ai is the set of axioms and
Ai is the set of inference rules. The later rules specify
the "local deduction" in cl, while the bridge rules spec-
ify the interaction among contexts. Once a collection
of independent contexts is provided with bridge rules it
becomes a multicontext system. Bridge rules are infer-
ence rules asserting a fact in a context from premises
inferred in other contexts. For instance the meaning of
the bridge rule written as:

(ci, ~o) BR
(cj, ¢)

(i ~ j) is that it is possible to derive ~b in context cj,
because ~ has been derived in ei.

The main difference in our approach compared to the
other works on formalizing contexts is in the type of
bridge rules that are applied. While most of the authors
such as [6-9] exploit two types of bridge rules - reflection
up and reflection down bridge rules, in [4,5] we propose
a multicontext system framework based on reflection up
bridge rules. In this paper we continue our study within
that framework, i.e. restricted to a class of multicontext
systems exploiting bridge rules of the type

(el, ¢)
(cj, ist(ei, ¢))

(i ~ j) termed by us concluding ist bridge rules. We call
formula ist(ci, ¢) 1 ist-formula or "switching formula".
Despite the analogy in the notation (cj,ist(ci,¢)) is
a notion different from the McCarthy’s lifting axiom
[1,10,11]. Intuitively formula ist(ci, ¢) might be inter-
preted procedurally as a call from cj for proving ¢ in
the context ci.

1The formula ist(c,¢), meaning that ¢ is true in c, was
first proposed by McCarthy [11]
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One motivation for addressing multicontext systems
limited to concluding ist bridge rules is grounded on
our observation that the multicontext systems extended
with a premising ist type bridge rule such as

(c~, ist(c~, ¢))
(c~, ¢)

are in a sense more vulnerable to inconsistencies com-
pared to the former class. In MCS provided with
premising ist bridge rules (Pist) any inconsistency
derivable in one context is propagated to the other con-
texts of the system:

(c~, ±)

(ci, ist( cj , _l_ ) 

(c~, J_)
Pist

One problem arising from the contexts limited to con-
cluding ist interactions is that it is possible from a
given multicontext system g to derive facts such as
g ~- (ci,ist(cj,~)), while (cj,~) is not derivable in 
Thus it is possible a context ci to assert that a for-
mula ~ holds in some other context cj, while it does
not. Such ist-assertions make ci incorrect for cj and
in some cases they must be eliminated. Observations
such as this one provided a motivation for defining the
notion of importing context denoting a particular fam-
ily of contexts in which only correct ist-formulas are
derivable. Two problems can be mentioned in relation
to the importing contexts.

¯ Is it possible to define some criteria for distinguishing
importing contexts from not importing ones?

¯ Is it possible to transform a context into an importing
one preserving the essential properties of the original?

The above questions are addressed in the present pa-
per, which is a continuation of our previous works on
multicontext systems restricted to concluding ist bridge
rules [2,3,4,5]. We propose a number of relevant con-
cepts which have a precise intuition in terms of cooper-
ative reasoning systems and can be used to understand
their interaction. The introduced basic notions and def-
initions are twofold: first they enable us to make a dis-
tinction between the internal and the imported part of
a context and next provide a background for defining
the notion of importing context. The later notion refers
to those contexts of a MCS satisfying the property that
only ist-formulas that are correct with respect to the
other contexts are derivable from them. In the sections
following the definition of importing contexts we exam-
ine and discuss some properties of those contexts in a
multicontext system framework.

Contexts as interacting theories
In this section we present the idea of importing con-
texts. We first introduce some basic notions that allow

us to make a distinction between the facts derivable
independently from the other contexts and the facts
whose derivation is supported from some other con-
texts. Then we define the notion of importing context
and discuss some of the properties characterizing the
class of importing contexts.

Basic definitions and assumptions
As the bridge rules enable interactions between con-
texts a distinction between the facts "internal" with
respect to a given context from the "external" ones can
be important. For instance an inconsistency in a con-
text c~ might be either a "local" property, or it might
be a consequence from the facts imported by the bridge
rules. Thus one problem related to the properties of
a multicontext system is whether inconsistency can be
imported into a context from the other ones. Another
problem is how to define contexts making no incorrect
assertions for the other contexts. We therefore intro-
duce some adequate notions in order to distinguish be-
tween the internal and the imported part of a context
Ci.

Definition 1. A primitive context ci is defined as a
triple ci = (Li, A~, Ai), where the language Li of ci 
a set of Li-wff of the type (ci, ~), Ai C_ Li is the set 
axioms of ci and Ai is the set of inference rules.

In fact the notion of primitive context denotes a sepa-
rate context, which can be viewed as a trivial multicon-
text system with a single context.

Definition 2. The set of formulas derivable from a
multicontext system g is called multicontext theory de-
noted by Mcth(g) = {(c,~) I C ~ (c,~o)).

Definition 3. Let ci be a context of the multicon-
text system C = ({ei}iel,BR). The set of formulas
Ker(ci) = {(ci, ~)1 go }- (ci, ~)) derivable from the 
ticontext system go = ({ci}iel, 0) is called internal part
or kernel of ci.

According to this definition the kernel of a context is
the set of formulas derivable in that context assuming
no effects from the other contexts.

Definition 4. Let g be a multicontext system, such
that ci is one of its contexts. The set of formulas
Exter(ci) {( cj,~)] C ~-(cj ,~),j ~ i is cal ledex-
ternal part of c~,i E I.

Definition 5. Let C be a multicontext system, such
that ci is one of its contexts. The set of ist-formulas

Imp(c~) = {(ci,ist(cj,~))l C F- (ci,ist(cj,~v)), (cj,~)}

derivable from ci as a result of applying concluding ist
bridge rules to derived formulas, is called imported part
of ci,i E I.

The imported part of a context is the set of all formulas
derivable in that context by importing them from the
other contexts.
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Definition 6. Let C be a multicontext system and
C-c, = Mcth(C(il(L~, Ai) )) be themulticontext the-
ory obtained from C by substituting ci with a context
containing no axioms. The set of formulas Pextr(ci) 
{(cj,~o)[ C-c, t- (cj,qo>,j 7~ i} is called pure external
part of ci, i E I.

Definition 7. Let ci, i E I be a context of the mul-
ticontext system C and C-c, = Mcth(C(il(Li, Ai) ) )
be the multicontext theory obtained from C by substi-
tuting c~ with a context containing no axioms. The
set of ist-formulas Pimp(ci) = {(ci,ist(cj,~))l C-c, 
(ci, ist(cj, ~))} is called pure imported part of ci.

Obviously Pexter(ci) C Exter(ci) and as we will see
later in this section Pimp(c~) C_ Imp(c~), which enable
us to introduce the following definition.

Definition 8. Let Imp(ci) be the imported part of ci
and Pimp(ci) be the pure imported part of ci. The set
of formulas Echo(ci) = Imp(ci) \ Pimp(ci) is called echo
of ci, i E I.

Notice that the kernel of a context ci refers to the corre-
sponding theory assuming that the context ci has been
"extracted" from the multicontext system, it is a com-
ponent of and closed for communications with the other
components. So the notion of kernel of a context reflects
the behaviour of the context assuming that it has been
disconnected from the system. The imported part of a
context corresponds to those set of facts that are gener-
ated from external sources and made distinct from the
facts belonging to the internal part of that context. Fi-
naily the notion of pure imported part (pure external
part) of a context enable us to distinguish external facts
that are supported by its kernel from the external ones
derived assuming that the kernel is substituted with an
empty theory.

Properties of interacting contexts
The conceptual separation of a context into a kernel and
imported part makes it possible the task of examining
context to be reduced to examining its parts.

Theorem 1. (Locality of inconsistency). For any con-
text ci,i E I holds:

Imp(ci) ~/_l_

According to the above theorem inconsistency can not
be "imported" into any context. It is a property of the
context itself.

Theorem 2. Let C = ({ei}iei, BR) be a multicontext
system. The imported part of the context ci is cor-
rect for all contexts cj,j E I,j ~ i of the multicontext
system C.

In fact the above theorem establishes that a premising
ist bridge rule such as

(ci, ist(cj, ~))

(i ~ j ) applied only t o the imported part of any context
ci produces no effect on the other contexts cj,j E I
of the multicontext system C. Therefore the effect (if
any) of the premising ist bridge rules to a multicontext
theory results from the facts outside the imported part
of the contexts i.e. from their kernels. In other words
the imported part of a context might be interpreted
as the one in which the premising ist bridge rule is a
derivable property.

Importing contexts
One problem arising in contexts limited to concluding
ist interaction is that it is possible to derive facts such
as C ~- (ci,ist(cj,qo)), while (cj,~o) is not derivable, 
it is shown in the following example. Imagine a multi-
context system C containing contexts Cl and c2 defined
as follows:

Assuming that

(c2, ¢)
(el, ist(c2, ¢))

is the only bridge rule defined in the multicontext sys-
tem, then

C t- (cl, ist(c~, ~)),

while (c2, ~) is not derivable from C. Situation such
as this one are acceptable and even useful when mod-
eling an agent beliefs. An agent can believe that an-
other agent knows some facts, wile he does not. How-
ever there are domains where assertions such as C t-
(ci, ist(cj, ~)) that make ci incorrect for cj must be de-
tected and then eliminated. These observations provide
a motivations for defining the notion of importing con-
text.

Definition 9. A context ci = (Li, Ai, Ai) of a multi-
context system C = ({cj}jei, BR) with concluding ist
bridge rules is an importing context if and only if Vj ~ i
there is no any formulae (cj, ~) such that

C ~- (ci, ist(cj, ~o)) and C [/(cj, ~o)

In other words, ci is an importing context if whenever
is derivable formula (ci, ist(cj, ~o)), then formula (ej, ~o)
is derivable too.

An intuitive illustration of importing contexts can be
found by switching to a Horn-clause language extended
accordingly with ist-formula. A context ci in this par-
ticular case is an importing context if in each its clause

A +-- B1, ...,ist(cj,B), ...,Bn

ist-formula can occur only in its body.
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In the following we restrict our consideration to mul-
ticontext systems C = ({cj}jei, BR), where all bridge
rules are assumed to be of the form

(ci, ¢)
E BR

(cj, ist(cl, ¢))

Properties of importing contexts
The notion of importing context refers to those con-
texts of a MCS satisfying the property that only correct
with respect to the other contexts formulas are deriv-
able from them. In this section we characterize further
the class of importing contexts.

Theorem 3. Let ci be an importing context of the mul-
ticontext system C. Then for any formula (ci, ist(cj, ~))
holds C ~- (ci,ist(cj, ~)) if and only if (ci,ist(cj, ~)) 
Imp(ci).

In the following by c t-i we will denote the derivability
relation within the context ci, that is, the derivability
relation assuming no applications of any bridge rules.

Lemma 1. Imp(ci) t-i (ci,ist(cj,~)) if and only if
(ci,ist(cj, ~)) e Imp(ci).

Lemma 2. C t- (ci, ~) iff (Ker(ci)Ulmp(ci)) ~-i (ci, 

According to the later lemma the theory ci associated
with the context ci -- (Li,Ai, Ai) of the multicontext
system C = ({ci}iei,BR) is to be understood as the
transitive closure of the union of its kernel Ker(ci) and
its imported part Imp(ci) with respect to the derivabil-
ity relation c ~-i, i.e.

ci = {(ci, qo)l (Ker(ci) U Imp(ci)) (ci, ~o)}

Therefore the set of formulas derivable from a given
context can be split into three components: its kernel,
its imported part and a collection of formulas not be-
longing to the former components but derivable from
them.

Lemma 3. If (ci,ist(cj,~)) E Pimp(ci), then C ~-

Corollary. Pimp(ci) C_ Imp(ci).

The basic property of the importing contexts is that
they are correct for the other contexts of the multicon-
text system. An important consequence of this fact is
that they do not affect the other contexts even when
premising ist bridge rules are applied to them. More
precisely, assume that ci is an importing context of the
multicontext system C = ({ca)jet, BR) and BRD is an
arbitrary set of premising ist bridge rules. If we add
to C the set of bridge rules BRD, then in the result-
ing multicontext system Cz) = ({ca)aer,BR U BRD)
all theories ci associated with contexts ci in C~ remain
unchanged with respect to the corresponding theories
associated with the originals ci in C for any i E I.

Theorem 4. Let C = ({cj)jex, BR) be a multicontext
system, where cj, j E I are importing contexts and let

Cv = ({ca}aci,BR u BRD) be a multicontext system
obtained from C by adding to the concluding ist bridge
rules BR a set of premising ist bridge rules BRD. Then
for any formula (ci,~) and any i E 

C F- (ci,~) iff Cvt-(ci,~)

that is Mcth(C) = Mcth(Cv).

Proof. This property of importing contexts can be
proved by simply substituting in any proof in c~ E Cv
each application of a premising ist type bridge rule with
the proof of C t- (ci, ¢). Such a proof exists, because
ci is an importing context and it is assumed that the
assertion (c~, ist(ci, ¢)) holds. In the other direction the
property is obvious since any proof in ci is also a proof

i []in ci .

The next corollary states that in a multicontext system
with premising-ist bridge rules, containing only import-
ing contexts premising ist bridge rules can be elimi-
nated without any effects on the resulting multicontext
theory.

Corollary. If C~ = ({cj}jei,BR U BRD) is a multi-
context system, such that each ca is an importing con-
text then the multicontext theory Mcth(Co) is invari-
ant with respect to the set of the premising ist bridge
rules BRD.

In the following we define some sufficient conditions for
importing contexts. The first one reflects our attempt
to find a sufficient condition for identifying importing
contexts independently of the multicontext system in
which a context takes part.

The next example illustrates the intuition supporting
the following theorem. Consider the context ci

(ci, ¢1 A ist(ck, ¢2) A ¢3 -+ ist(cj, ~))

¢1 A ¢3)

Assuming that (ci,ist(ck,¢2)) E Imp(ci), we can de-
rive (ci,ist(ca,~)), and if ~ does not hold in cj, then
ci is incorrect for cj. Contexts such as ci are prospec-
tive members of the class of not importing contexts and
might be ignored.

Theorem 5. A sufficient condition for the context
cl = (Li, Ai, Ai) of the multicontext system C =
({ci)iei,BR) to be an importing context is that for
any subset of its imported part S C_ Imp(ci) and for
any formula (ci, ist(cj, ~)) ~ Imp(ci) holds

S U Ker(ci) Vi (ci, ist(c a, ~))

The next theorem presents another sufficient condition
for importing contexts based on the notion "pure im-
ported part of a context".
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Theorem 6. If ci is a context of the multicon-
text system C = ({ci}iei,BR}, such that for any
formula (ci,ist(cj,~o)): C ~ (ci,ist(cj,~)) implies
(ci, ist(cj, ~)} E Pimp(ci), then ci is an importing con-
text in C.

The following theorem shows that any Horn-clause con-
text can be replaced by an equivalent importing con-
text.

Theorem 7. Let cl be a Horn-clause context
of the multicontext system C and (ci, ist(cj,A) 
B1,B2,...,Bn} be a clause of ci. Let C be a mul-
ticontext system obtained from C by removing the
clause (c~,ist(cj,A) +-- B1,B2,...,Bn) from ci and
adding to the context cj a new clause (cj,A
ist(ci, B1), ist(ci, B2), ..., ist(ci, Bn)>, then for any for-
mulae ~: C [- qo implies C’ ~- ~.

Corollary. Any Horn-clause context ci can be trans-
formed into an importing one by multiple applica-
tions of that theorem until no formulae of the form
(ci, ist(cj, A) +- B1, B2, ..., Bn) is left.

The above theorem can be generalized to handle not
only Horn-clause theories.

Theorem 8. Let ci be a context of the multicontext
system C and (ci, ist(cj, ~o) ~ ¢) be a formula of c~. Let
C~ be a multicontext system obtained from C by remov-
ing the clause (ci,ist(cj,~) +-- ¢) from ci and adding
to the context cj a new clause (cj, qo +-- ist(ci, ¢)), then
for any formulae ¢ C t- ¢ implies C~ [- ¢.

Finally, we will prove the undecidability of the problem
of demonstrating whether a context is an importing one
or not, by reducing it to the problem of undecidabil-
ity of the predicate calculus. We observe first that all
logical predicate laws are valid in any multicontext sys-
tem defined in this section and also that, if a formula
including no ist-subformula is valid in any such multi-
context system, then it is a tautology. Consider now a
two-context system such that in the first context ci are
valid only the logical tautologies, i.e. the axioms and
the theorems following from them, while in addition to
those facts in the second context c2 is also valid the
formula {c2, ist(cl, a)), where a is any formula with no
ist-modality in it. Then the proof of the fact that c2 is
an importing context or not importing one is equivalent
to the proof of derivability or not derivability of the for-
mula a, which in general, for arbitrary a is impossible.

Conclusion
In this paper we tackle the problem of understanding
when and how a reasoning component of a distributed
reasoning system is affected by the other reasoning com-
ponents, and how it affects them. We introduce first a
number of concepts such as imported part, exported
part and kernel of a context which have a precise intu-
ition in terms of cooperative reasoning and can be used
to understand their interaction. Based on this ground

we introduced also a particular class of multicontext
systems with a single bridge rule. Within these MCS
we have defined a particular class of contexts - import-
ing contexts. The importing contexts model situations
where the interacting agents can import facts proven
to be true in the outside world, but are not allowed to
support believes incompatible with the outside world.
The properties of the importing contexts are presented
and discussed in the light of contextual reasoning in-
cluding some properties related to the Horn importing
contexts.
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